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Presentation overview

• EcoSocial Work (ESW) framework

• Building social worker capability in disaster practice
• Multi-pronged methods

• Strategies and approaches

• Field education exemplar
• Decolonising disaster practice

• Transformative change in disaster practice

• Challenges and concluding thoughts
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Ecosocial Work 
(ESW) 
framework

Proactive approach to disaster practice by adopting an ESW framework

• Creating and maintaining a healthy, sustainable and biodiverse 
ecosystem

• Understanding the interdependence between human and 
environmental wellbeing

• Concerned with injustice caused by the unfair distribution of 
environmental risks



• Building social worker capability in 
disaster practice

• Multi-pronged approach to building 
social work capability in disaster 
resilience

• Nexus between research, education 
and community engagement
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Specific program activities

Practitioners

• Compulsory Eco-Social Work (ESW) 
course

• Suite of elective courses focusing on 
environmental sustainability and 
disaster practice

• Embedded ESW throughout courses

• International study abroad programs

• Voluntary online course (Boetto & Bell, 
2015)

• Field education opportunities*

Students

• Online, free, short course on disaster 
preparedness

• Action research with human service 
organisations

• Action research with social work 
practitioners

• Contributed to professional CPD 
course with national professional body

• Various speaking events with practice 
groups, podcasts, media etc.
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Disaster practice:
Field education placement

• Established relationship with Peta

• Established relationship with agency

• State government department responsible for 
disaster resilience (Resilience NSW)

• Requirements:

• 500 hours Research focus

• Weekly supervision

• Assessment items
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EcoSocial Work 
framework and my 
contributions to 
the Charles Sturt 
program of 
disaster practice
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Thank you
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